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The overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) has

not advisable as unique maker of oxidative stress.

degenerative diseases such as cancer, respiratory, neurode-

hyde, advanced products of protein oxidation, etc.), activities

been implicated in the development of various chronic and

generative, and digestive diseases. However, the methodology to detect the oxidative stress status at a clinical level is
difficult to find in the literature. There are some useful methods to investigate the oxidative profile, but they are not ap-

Markers of damage to bio-molecules (such as malondialde-

of enzymes (e.g., catalase, superoxide dismutase, glutathi-

one peroxidase), antioxidants (e.g., glutathione) and indicators of total antioxidant activity; are recommended [3].

plicable to the clinical diagnosis. Despite the high morbidity

The indicators chosen for the diagnosis must be adjusted to

abetes, neurological, cardiovascular, etc.) [1], a comprehen-

ables of total antioxidant activity such as: TAS, FRAS, DPPH,

of diseases in which oxidative stress is involved (cancer, disive diagnostic system has not been developed. The educa-

tion and training of professional staff (doctors, biochemists,
nutritionists and health-related personnel) is also insuffi-

cient to deal with the analysis of the data that form part of
the antioxidant / pro-oxidant diagnosis and its impact on

the modification of life styles and another measure aimed

at correcting the imbalance of the redox environment [2].
Only one variable of the antioxidant / pro-oxidant

system (as indices of total antioxidant activity) is

the concept of biomarker. The single measurement of vari-

ORAC, among others, will be useful only in the context of the
measurement of other system variables indicative of damage

to biomolecules or the functioning of the enzymes involved.
Otherwise, errors in the interpretation of the system are incurred, or variables with a high dispersion are determined

that although relatively easy to measure from the analytical
point of view, do not reflect the real situation of the system [3].

The adequate methodology would be one that includes

markers of damage to biomolecules, antioxidant enzymes,
the concentration of low molecular weight antioxidants and
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indicators of total antioxidant activity. The ideal analytical

laen SM, Horwat-Delaporte R et al. Contribution to

and should allow the comprehensive evaluation of the re-

tients. Acta Farm Bonaerense. 2005, 24(2): 197-203.

characterization of oxidative stress in Diabetic pa-

method should be low cost, high precision, rapid analysis
dox system. The study of a wide range of oxidative stress in-

dices allows the examination of the role of oxidative stress

in different diseases as: in diabetic patients with macro-an-

5.

Gil L, Martinez G, Gonzalez I, Tarinas A, Alvarez A et al.

Contribution to characterization of oxidative stress in

HIV/AIDS patients. Pharmacol Res. 2003, 47(3): 217-2

giopathic complications[4], HIV[5], dengue[6], infertility,

6. Gil L, Martinez G, Tapanes R, Castro O, González

low-up[8] or correction of lifestyles and in other cases in-

tients. Am J Trop Med Hyg. 2004, 71(5): 652-657.

neurological diseases[7], among others and nutritional fol-

tervene with supplements, ozone therapy[9] or drugs[10].
Under physiological conditions, the concentrations of
ROS are subtlety regulated by antioxidants, which can

D et al. Oxidative stress in adult dengue pa-

7.

Penton-Rol G, Cervantes-Llanos M, Martinez-Sanchez G,

Cabrera-Gómez JA, Valenzuela-Silva CM et al. TNF-alpha

and IL-10 downregulation and marked oxidative stress in

Neuromyelitis Optica. J Inflamm (Lond). 2009; 6(1): 18.

be either generated endogenously or externally sup-

8. Gil L, Lewis L, Martinez G, Tarinas A, González I et

oxidants exert no favourable effects on disease control.

take on oxidative stress indicators in HIV/AIDS pa-

plemented. However, some results indicate that anti-

Thus, more studies are warranted to investigate the compli-

al. Effect of increase of dietary micronutrient intients. Int J Vitam Nutr Res. 2005, 75(1): 19-27.

cated interactions between ROS and different types of antiox-

9. Martínez-Sánchez G, Al-Dalain SM, Menendez S, Re L, Gi-

conditions. In this context, is strictly necessary to count with

diabetic foot. Eur J Pharmacol. 2005, 523(1-3): 151-161.

idants for restoration of the redox balance under pathologic
a valid battery of biomarkers to be applied at clinical level.
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